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Abstract 
Health problems associated with computer usage have become more common in recent decades. 

There are many people who sit or stand still for a long time in the wrong posture while working in 

front of the computers. There is a lot of research showing that too sedentary sitting and standing 

causes health problems. Therefore there are many attempts to solve the problems by designing 

different ergonomic workstations.   

Except for workstations for sitting or standing, there are also attempts to design workstations for 

standing-leaning-backward posture. Since there standing-leaning-backward posture during 

sedentary working in front of the computer can be a better option than sedentary sitting or standing, 

it is important to find the appropriate standing-leaning backward angle. 

This is why this study is focused on finding out the appropriate angle of the standing-leaning 

backward posture during work in front of computer screen. This posture can be an alternative to 

prevent the following health problems: headache, pain from the neck, shoulders, and back while 

sitting; and knees, legs, lower back and varicose veins while standing.  

The appropriate standing-leaning backward angle, where the person felt most comfortable was in 

this work determined to be between forty to fifty degrees measured starting from the vertical 

posture. It is also important to understand that the exact angle differs from person to person and 

depends on the individual skeleton and posture. 

The result was achieved by testing the comfort for different persons on a specially constructed 

adjustable transformed tipper-board to a workstation that supports standing-leaning backward 

posture in different angles. The objective measures like the measured pulse and blood pressure in 

standing-leaning posture does not differ significantly between standing or sitting postures. 

The outcome of this project the recommendation to design workstations that offer the opportunity 

to vary from sitting to standing-leaning posture between forty to fifty degrees. 

 

Keywords: working posture, standing-leaning backward angle, ergonomics postural stability, 

comfort. 
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Sammanfattning  
Hälsoproblem i samband med datoranvändning har blivit allt vanligare dem senaste decennierna. 

Det är många människor som sitter eller står stilla för länge i fel ställning under tiden de jobbar 

framför datorer.  

Det finns mycket forskning som visar att för långt stillasittande eller stillastående orsakar 

hälsoproblem. Till följd av hälsoproblemen så finns det många försök att lösa problemen genom 

att designa olika ergonomiska arbetsstationer.  

Förutom arbetsstationer för sittande eller stående finns också försök att designa arbetsstationer 

stående-lutande-bakåt. I och med att stående-lutande-bakåt ställning kan vara ett bättre alternativ 

än stillasittandet eller stillaståendet. Då var det viktigt att hitta den lämpliga stående-lutande-bakåt-

vinkeln.  

Därför fokuserade denna studie på att hitta den lämpliga vinkeln på stående lutande bakåtställning 

för att bevisa att lämplig vinkel på stående lutande bakåtställning kan ge friskare hållning medan 

en person arbetar framför datorskärmen. Denna hållning kan vara ett alternativ för att förhindra 

hälsoproblem som följer av arbete i många timmar framför datorskärmen. 

Dessa hälsoproblem är: huvudvärk, smärta från nacke, axlar och rygg medan personen sitter stilla 

för länge; och knän, ben, rygg och åderbråck medan personen står stilla för länge. 

Den lämpliga stående lutande bakåtvinkeln, där personen kände sig mest bekvämt är mellan fyrtio 

och femtio grader mätt från början av stående hållning.  

Resultatet uppnåddes genom att testa komforten med olika personer på justerbar transformerad 

tippbräda till en arbetsstation som stöder stående lutande bakåtställning i olika vinklar. Uppmätt 

puls och blodtryck i stående lutande hållning skiljer sig inte signifikant från stående eller sittande 

ställningar. Vinkeln är individuell och beror på hur personens enskilda skelett och hållning.  

Resultatet av detta projekt är en rekomendation att utforma arbetsstationer som erbjuder möjlighet 

att variera från sittande till stående lutande hållning mellan fyrtio och femtio grader. 

 

Nyckelord: Arbetsställning, vinkeln på stående lutande bakåtställning, ergonomisk stabilitet i 

hållningen, komfort. 
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Executive summary  
This executive summary consists of the material to understand the study and the results of this 

master thesis, if the reader wants to read only results without reading the full report. 

Introduction  

Computer usage has increased over the last decades. More and more people sit still for many hours 

in front of computer screens, some to work, others for fun. The consequences are health problems 

that come slowly over time, which makes most people not experience it as a problem. It does not 

appear that the problem is about to be solved. Many attempts for different solutions for sitting or 

standing positions do not have any results. Since there is an attempt to build standing-leaning 

workstations then it is sensible to investigate the standing-leaning posture and also attempt to verify 

if a standing-leaning posture is ergonomic in an appropriate standing-leaning angle. The research 

question of this thesis is: 

- Which angle of standing-leaning posture backward can prevent pain in the neck, back, 

shoulders and varicose veins for the user while working in front of a computer? 

My hypothesis is: 

- The standing-leaning posture backward with appropriate angle can give the user comfort 

and healthier posture while working in front of the computer. 

In order to find out if standing-leaning backward posture may be the appropriate and most 

ergonomic posture while working for many hours in front of the computer screen there was a need 

for testing with a workstation with the possibility to adjust the standing-leaning angle to 

appropriate, comfortable and ergonomic posture. 

The thesis work task is to find the appropriate standing-leaning backward angle for healthier 

posture while working in front of the computer.  

The thesis work was carried out at the Assistive Devices Center in Rosenholm, Karlskrona, 

Blekinge. The Assistive Devices Center manage personally customized assistive devices for people 

living in Blekinge. If necessary, here can special workstation be modified for people who have 

health problems from the neck, shoulders, and back.  
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Theory 

Data about the health problems with prolonged sitting, standing and leaning have been collected, 

which shows that there are many health problems especially during sitting. Research about posture 

health studies and research about requirements to adapt assistive devices to a person has been done. 

Showing that musculoskeletal disorders are commonly associated with too many hours sitting in 

front of computer screens.   

 Since this angle of the leaning posture is considered subject to the Swedish law, rules and 

regulation, standards, manufacturing responsibilities and CE studies related to this have been done. 

They show that if the workstation is a medical device then it has to be CE approved with special 

tests. In Sweden, the CE marking of medical workstations can be made by RISE Research Institute 

of Sweden. Otherwise, if the workstation is not a medical device. CE marking can be done by 

Swedish Work Environment Authority.  

Methodological approach 

To solve the problem there was a need to have an appropriate prototype of the workstation. To 

come up with a prototype of a workstation for standing-leaning that gives the comfortable feeling, 

there was a need for research and at the same time have an innovative approach to the problem. 

These statements should be technically proven. In this case, statements from testing individuals 

tested. Blood pressure and pulse measurements are used to try to prove the statements. 

The methods used in the study are suitable for the purpose. First, a review of the existing methods 

is needed. The method of collecting data and investigating the problem was useful. Interviewing 

the experts and observing the behavior during the use of the computer helped to understand the 

problem even more. The plan was from the beginning to design the workstation since there was a 

tipper-board available for the purpose. It reduced the investigation process to the target which is to 

come up with the appropriate and comfortable position. There was a need to create different 

concepts and evaluate them to arrive at the best solution. These concepts were necessary for testing, 

to see which one of them worked.  

Survey method with electromyography is a possible measuring option to check if there are any 

changes in muscle activity during inclination at the range of forty to fifty degrees from vertical 

posture. Similar research studies where done for standing and sitting posture by the Switzerland 
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University of Michigan. Unfortunately, Swedish health clinics do not have the appropriate 

equipment, nor the ability to do such EMG survey.  

Instead, the measurement of blood pressure and pulse measurement was done. Surprisingly, it did 

not show any significant changes between sitting, standing or standing-leaning posture. 

Results 

In order to find the appropriate standing-leaning backward angle, a tipper-board from Etac Sverige 

AB with electric lifting motor is transformed into a workstation.  

  

Figure 1 Tipper-board from Etac Sverige AB[1] 

The tipper-board is chosen since the person on the board can be tilted from lying to a standing 

posture. The study to find out the angle would never work without changing and reversing a tipper-

board. The way of coming up to the final testing workstation for standing-leaning backward was 

by testing, changing and improving the prototypes. 
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Figure 2. The first prototype of standing-leaning backward. 
With seat. 

The first prototype was with the seat on 

standing-leaning backward posture. The tests 

of the first prototype show that the seat and the 

standing-leaning posture does not work. The 

persons felt very uncomfortable and had pain 

on the pelvic bone. The person couldn’t have 

the legs straight. More pictures are available in 

Appendix 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. The second prototype of standing-leaning backward. 
With adjustable saddle seat. 

The tests of the second prototype with 

adjustable saddle seat show that combination of 

standing-leaning posture backward with saddle 

seat doesn’t work. The person felt a little 

comfortable, for a very short time. The problem 

with spread legs and pain on the pelvic bone 

doesn’t disappear. More pictures are available 

in Appendix 2. 
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Figure 4. The third prototype of standing-leaning backward. With knee and 
foot support. 

 

 

 

 

The third prototype without seat and saddle seat showed 

to be the best solution for testing the appropriate angle. 

The person needed the knee and foot support to not slip 

from the standing-leaning posture backward support. 

More pictures are available in Appendix 3 

During tilting backward from standing, the person felt most comfort in an angle between forty to 

fifty degrees measured starting from the standing posture.  

 

 

 

 

 

The fourth prototype without seat, saddle seat and foot 

support showed to be the solution that was missing 

foot support to be the best solution for testing the 

appropriate angle. The persons had pain on the knee 

after one hour. More pictures are available in 

Appendix 4 

 

In order to transform the tipper-board into a 

workstation, the reverse engineering is made then final detailed design in Autodesk Inventor with 

 

Figure 5 Workstation for Standing-Leaning-
Backward 
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aluminum and stainless steel. Autodesk inventor provided optimization were it was possible to 

reduce the volume.     

  

 

Figure 6 Workstation. Standing-Leaning-Backward. Material Stainless Steel. 

The workstation for standing-leaning from aluminum has half of the weight and price compared to 

the stainless steel workstation. Picture and values are available in Appendix 5.  

In order to find the appropriate angle, the testing of the different standing-leaning angle was made 

with the staff from Assistive Devices Center. From starting with the first made prototype. After 

realizing that the comfort in standing-leaning backward was at an angle between forty to fifty 

degrees tilted backward from the standing posture, and at the same time measuring the angle of the 

testing persons back of the neck during sitting. It was realized that the angle back in the neck of all 

persons from sitting in front of the computer showed to be between forty to fifty degrees. 
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Figure 7 Measure angle on the back of the neck while sitting 

In order to check what happened with the person's body when the person claimed comfortable 

posture in standing-leaning backward grounded on the person’s individual angle. The medical 

examination was made to check how blood pressure and pulse changes in a sitting, standing and 

the standing-leaning posture.  

The values of measured pulse and blood pressure in standing-leaning posture do not differ 

significantly from standing or sitting postures measured pulse and blood pressure values. 

The load result on a scale, when the person is sitting shows one-fifth of the body weight. The load 

result on a scale, when the person is in standing-leaning posture with knee and foot support shows 

one-fourth of the body weight when the standing-leaning angle was between forty to fifty degrees 

tilted backward from the standing posture. 
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Discussion 

The theory was useful and very important to describe the background in this study. The data 

collected explains the health problems with prolonged sedentary sitting, standing or leaning. 

Research on physical education posture studies and research on the requirement to adapt aids to a 

person has been done. To understand that musculoskeletal disorders are commonly associated with 

many hours sitting in front of computer screens.  

 Since this angle of inclined position is considered to be the subject of Swedish law, it was 

necessary to clarify rules and regulations, standards, manufacturing responsibility, and CE 

marking. If the workstation is treated as a medical device, it must be CE marked by making special 

tests. It was important to explain the difference between CE marked medical workstations and 

workstations CE marked from the Swedish Work Environment Authority. It was also important to 

explain the rules and the manufacturing commitments on safety and basic requirements, which 

indicates that the angle's technical specification must be registered in standards to enable CE 

marking to be labeled.  

The methods used in the study are suitable for the purpose. Review of the methods was needed. 

The method of collecting data and investigating the problem was useful. Interviewing the experts 

and observing the behavior during the use of the computer helped to understand the problem even 

more. The plan was from the beginning to design the workstation since there was a tipper-board 

available for the purpose. It reduced the investigation process to the target. The reverse technique 

where used as a method of transforming a tipper-board to the workstation. As the purpose of the 

workstation was to change the person's posture from standing to comfortable leaning backward in 

front of the computer screen. By making a few changes on a tipper-board as well as adding knee, 

foot, and arm support, it appeared that it could come up with the appropriate and comfort position. 

There was a need to create different concepts and evaluate to arrive at the best solution. These 

concepts were necessary for testing and to see which one of them worked.  

Electromyography as possible measuring options to check if there are any changes in muscle 

activity during inclination at the range of forty to fifty degrees from vertical posture. Would have 

been very suitable to do. Research studies were done for standing and sitting posture by the 

Switzerland University of Michigan. Unfortunately, Swedish health clinics do not have the 

appropriate equipment, either the ability to do such EMG survey.  

Instead, the measurement of blood pressure and pulse measurement was done, which, however, did 
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not show any significant changes between sitting, standing or standing-leaning posture.  

The detailed design of the last prototype provided more information about the shortcomings and 

benefits. It helped to make the more accurate measurements to draw conclusions. The price of the 

workstation depends on the material used. If the workstations are made of aluminum, the price and 

weight will be halved.  

The results during the prototyping gave the knowledge how and from what the other assistive 

devices were made. The prototypes are made from some of the parts from other devices on the 

extension. The adjustment of the assistive devices to the user at the Center of the Assistive devices 

are the most important goal. Any change to the CE-marked product means the product cannot be 

considered as medical CE marked anymore. Responsibility is taken over from the manufacturer for 

possible errors or other consequences. This is something that Assistive Devices Center does every 

day: changing and removing CE marking to suit and meet the needs of the person. Because 

adaptations from designers of manufacturing companies failed. Is not that what the engineering 

work is about? Meet people's needs and solve the technical problems they have.  

Conclusion 

The workstations companies challenge can be to design revolutionary changed concepts that 

support even standing-leaning posture backward as an additional option to sitting or standing. Since 

the concept change maybe it will economically impact the future of the company. When this angle 

is taken into consideration.    

Since the every prolonged posture causes health problems. The standing–leaning backward can at 

least be the additional options to the nowadays sitting workstations.   

From the results of testing with the different persons, the author of the thesis could conclude that 

the comfort of standing-leaning posture is between forty to fifty degrees tilted backward from the 

standing posture.  It is related to the angle that person have on the back of the neck on sitting 

posture. The load result on a scale, when the person is in standing-leaning posture with knee and 

foot support shows one-fourth of the body weight, while without foot support it is one-third of the 

weight. 
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1 Introduction 
These days, it is only a matter of time when everyone during the life gets health problems 

because of many hours sedentary sitting or standing in front of the computers[2]. It is not a natural 

posture that we sit or stand in front of the computers for so many hours. Prolonged sedentary sitting 

and especially wrong working posture in front of the computers give neck, back, and shoulder pain 

[3]. The caused musculoskeletal pain in the neck, shoulders, and back does not allow the person to 

rest after work [4]. Prolonged standing increases the chance of getting varicose veins and causes 

health problems with knees, legs, and lower back[5]. Variation from sitting to standing posture 

during the work is not the solution either since the sitting posture is more comfortable than standing 

during the work [6]. 

There was a need to find out the appropriate angle of standing-leaning posture while working 

in front of the computer as an option to prevent these health problems. If for nothing else, at least 

for our children's sake. On a study done approximately 33 % of 1715 schoolchildren of both sexes 

said they suffered from lower back pain[7]. 

1.1 Problem description 

Nowadays researchers approach are more focused on solving health problems by improving 

workstations for sitting or standing posture. There are small attempts to find a solution by designing 

support for standing-leaning postures. 

1.2 Purpose  

The aim of this degree project was to find out the standing-leaning backward angle that can 

help to design workstations in order to prevent the health problems while working in front of the 

computer and the same time prove that a standing-leaning backward is a suitable posture by giving 

the user comfort while working in front of the computer and present a new standing-leaning angle.  

There is a need to prevent the health problems from pain on the neck, shoulders and back with a 

variation of the appropriate postures. By fulfilling this need the humanity will overcome the health 

problems that follows from increased prolonged sitting or standing in front of computers. A proper 

standing-leaning angle can give a more upright posture. There is a need of designing a workstation 

that supports sitting with the additional option of standing-leaning posture at an appropriate angle. 
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1.3 Earlier research and development 

Many researcher and developers are engaged in solving these health problems by studying and 

designing different solution for sitting or standing posture, by designing different comfortable 

ergonomic office chairs with comfort back support[8] and comfort neck support[9]. 

Some designers are trying to solve health problems by designing standing supports. Engineers are 

also constructing different tipper-boards for changing the posture from lying to a standing 

posture[10] [11].  

Other developers are trying to solve health problems by designing adjustable ergonomic computer 

workstation which can be varied from sitting to a standing posture. These are called multi-position 

ergonomic computer workstation for sitting and standing[12]. Some believe that a kneeling posture 

is the best posture[13]. There are some developers who believe that a standing-leaning backward 

posture is an alternative solution. Why not explore this alternative[14]? 

1.4 Thesis question and hypothesis 

My research question is: 

- Which angle of standing-leaning posture backward can prevent pain in the neck, back, 

shoulders and varicose veins for the user while working in front of a computer? 

My hypothesis is: 

- The standing-leaning posture backward with appropriate angle can give the user comfort 

and healthier posture while working in front of the computer. 

1.5 Assets and Limitations 

The ADC Assistive Devices Center accepted my proposition to explore the idea if standing-leaning 

posture backward at a certain angle can give healthier posture while a person is working in front 

of the computer. With the condition that author of the thesis builds the workstation. The author got 

access to machines, material, and tools that Assistive Devices Center had at their disposal. If it was 

necessary, ADC could order material or parts for the purpose. After a review of the assistive devices 

that were available at the facility, which could be used for the purpose. The author of the theses 

decided not to invent the wheel again. Instead, use a tipper-board called Buffalo that ADC had on 
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their facility. Buffalo was an expired model of tipper-board from Etac patented since 1972. Since 

Etac had launched a new model of tipper-board called Caribou. Buffalo was no longer 

manufactured from Etac and it was not for sale anymore since a few years back.  

Since the project-time was limited and the purpose of the project was to find out the appropriate 

angel, not to design the new workstation. The author had no time to design a new workstation. The 

author had the possibility to transform a tipper-board Buffalo from Etac to a workstation to do the 

studies.  

1.6 About Assistive Devices Center 

Assistive Devices Center is not a manufacturing company for a workstation. They assist with repair 

and engineering complementary solutions.  

 Assistive Devices Center (ADC) (Hjälpmedelscenter) is driven by the collaboration board the 

Blekinge county council (Landstinget Blekinge). Assistive Devices Center mission is primarily to 

manage personally prescribed aids to people living in Blekinge. Their collaboration partners and 

customers are businesses in health care, social services, and schools. They have the experience 

from contact with the users who have health problems with pain in the neck, shoulder, back, 

varicose veins and knew what the user’s need.   

The Assistive Devices Center is an intermediator to persons who can need this standing-leaning 

workstation. They have a repairing and construction engineering facility for people with various 

disabilities. It was an excellent opportunity for me to get feedback directly from the experts in the 

field. From the experts who have direct contact with the persons with those health problems[15].  
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2 Theory 
In order to find out the appropriate angle and to prove that maybe this standing-leaning posture 

gives healthier posture to work in front of the computer. There was a need for the background and 

explanation about health problems from different working posture. Explanation about 

electromyography, innovation, rules, and regulations, standards, requirements, manufacturing 

responsibility, and CE marking.   

2.1 Health problems from nowadays workstations 

Nowadays everyone has or will have health problems from working in front of computer screens 

for many hours. Computer users get musculoskeletal disorders. Mostly a pain in the neck, 

shoulders, and back. The health problems increase with the increase of the computer use. Because 

there are more and more jobs that require computer use[16]. 

2.1.1 Standing posture 

Working on still standing posture in front of a computer for many hours causes knee, back pain 

and varicose veins[17]. Interventions and suggested guidelines are needed to prevent health risks 

from prolonged standing[18]. It is required appropriate standing posture while working to avoid 

health problems. Available Appendix 26 The proper standing working posture. 

2.1.2  Sitting posture  

Prolonged sitting on nowadays office chairs causes also health problems. Most of the users sit for 

too many hours even they shouldn’t. The prolonged sitting is also associated with wrong posture 

person sits in front of a computer[19]. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Pain in the neck and back[20].  

It is not natural for the human being to sit[21]. 
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2.1.3 Leaning posture  

Prolonged siting-leaning posture can also cause health problems. The siting-leaning increases the 

activation of other muscles unlike standing or sitting posture[22].  

 

Figure 9 Sitting straight can be bad for the back[23]. 

The British Chiropractic Association claims that sitting-leaning backward supposed to be a better 

alternative. Unlike sitting, standing and sitting-leaning forward. According to Scottish and 

Canadian research about sitting, there is an unnecessary strain on the back during sitting. They 

recommended leaning back at about 135 degrees during sitting. Rishi Loatey, from British 

Chiropractic Association, stated that “Our bodies are not designed to be so sedentary” [22]. 

2.2 Electromyography of prolonged standing and sitting 

Musculoskeletal pain caused by musculoskeletal disorders is commonly associated with too many 

hours sitting in front of computer screens. As well as one-sided loading of muscles in prolonged 

standing or sitting posture and repetitive movements.  

According to the researcher of Switzerland University of Michigan in order to prevent muscle 

fatigue. Muscle activity measurement was made during prolonged computer work. Studies prove 

that adequate posture and organized rest schedule is needed to provide productive and healthy 

work[24].  
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Figure 10Measured neck muscle activity with EMG during computer work[24]. 

Switzerland University of Michigan studies of Electromyography (EMG) during sitting shows 

increased trapezius muscle activity, which causes neck pain. Despite measurement, the mechanism 

which leads to neck pain is still not fully understandable[25].   

 

Figure 11 Measured muscle activities and blood irrigation during standing[26] 

In the continuation, the tests results of Switzerland University of Michigan, shows that after 5 hours 

standing work, there was registered increased muscle fatigue. Surprisingly after resting 30 minutes. 

Observations did not continue showing any further muscle fatigue[27].   
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Figure 12Standing aids for sit-stand workplaces[28] 

These measurement of Switzerland University of Michigan was an attempt to prove development 

of an alternative ergonomic posture. A new standing aid system[28].  

2.3 Medical engineering innovation 

The innovation of medical devices requires a collaboration between medical and technical experts 

to get the most effective assistive devices for the person. Since there are requirements to adapt 

assistive devices to the person and not the person to the assistive devices. A design that meets those 

desired needs for the patient such as ergonomic, safety, protection and functionality.  

European Council governed directives and national laws, that reduce the risks from medical devices 

that can harm patients[29]. Swedish medical product agency has also brought its legislation in line 

with the safety requirements in force within the EU concerning testing, certification, and labeling 

of medical devices[30]. Since 1995 Sweden joined and harmonized its legislation of medical 

technical products such as medical assistive devices with legislation of European Community[31]. 

2.4 Rules and regulation 

Since the safety and standards of all medical assistive devices must be high. The standing-leaning 

backward posture with appropriate angle can be considered to prevent health problems and 

alleviate or compensate an injury or disability. Then this angle of the standing-leaning posture can 

be considered as subject to the Swedish law (1993:584)[32] of medical devices act and medical 

devices ordinance (1993:876)[33]. Which says that “a medical device shall achieve its intended 
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purpose as designated by the manufacturer and involve no unacceptable risk to patients, staff or 

third parties”[30]. 

2.5 Basic and essential requirements 

Since the purpose of finding out the appropriate angle for standing-leaning posture backward is for 

a human well-being. This workstation dedicated for this posture must comply basic requirements 

and essential requirements in the medical devices act[30].  

2.6 Standards 

Since the standards of the workstation are important for the design, manufacturing, and 

procurement. The technical specification such as angle must be registered in standards. Sweden 

has harmonized and developed standards with European standardization organizations CEN, 

CENELEC, and ETSI on mandates of the EU Commissions to comply essential requirements in 

the directives. In order to gain access to the EEA market[30].  

2.7 Manufacturing responsibilities and CE marking  

In order to consider the workstation for standing-leaning backward as a medical device, it should 

be intended for use by patients. A patient is a person diagnosed by a doctor as a patient with illness 

or disability. The authorized institute in Sweden for Certification with CE marking of medical 

equipment is RISE Research Institutes of Sweden[34]. Because the manufacturer as a legal 

responsible of the medical devices is responsible when the device is placed on the market. Every 

medical device should wear CE marking, which is evidence that the device complies with the 

requirements in the relevant legislation. The standing-leaning posture backward in appropriate 

angle is not standardized. There is a need to standardize the standing-leaning posture backward on 

the appropriate angle. CE marking of medical devices is mandatory in European Economic Area. 

The manufacturer that have CE marking on their devices are obligated to report every serious 

incident or risk for incidents to Swedish medical products agency[35].  

If it is not intended for patients, then the workstation for standing-leaning backward should comply 

criteria from the Swedish Work Environment Authority. Where the manufacturer, the importer, 

and the supplier certifies the workstation at Swedish Work Environment Authority The certification 

means that the products meet the EU health and safety requirements[36]. 
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Every CE marked product must have the declaration document of conformity. Where the 

manufacturer of the workstation for standing-leaning backward posture, ensure that it complies 

with basic health and safety requirements. The document must be available with all necessary signs, 

markings and usage maintain instruction. Use in Sweden must always have the user manual in 

Swedish[37]. 

 According to the Swedish Work Environment Authority regulation (AFS 1988:5). “The 

workstation must remain stable and allow for freedom of movement and comfortable work 

position. The chair should be easy to adjust. The seat and backrest shall be adjustable at height and 

the backrest shall be able to be angled”[38].  

Available interview about CE marking in Appendix 8. Interview about CE marking. 
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3 Method 
This chapter explains the methods and tools used to find out the appropriate standing-leaning 
backward angle for healthier posture while working in front of the computer 
 

3.1 Research Approach  

According to the organization for economic co-operation and development (OECD), the research 

is “creative work undertaken on a systematic basis in order to increase the stock of knowledge, 

including knowledge of humans, culture and society, and the use of this stock of knowledge to 

devise new application”[39]. 

3.1.1 Need finding 

Need finding have developed during the last decades and it is involved in the early stage of design 

process. The basic need finding tools are literature studies, observations, and interviews. The 

outcomes from this tools can help to understand the needs and then to translate them to 

requirements. In order to achieve the developed product or service that satisfies the needs of the 

user. It is important that during the design process concentrate always on the needs because needs 

last longer than solutions. The general stages of need finding are: 

1. Frame and prepare the research question and defining the needed group.  After having studied 

established data for grounding in the subject.  

2. Watch and record by immersing oneself in the needed group and avoid intrusion to keep the 

behavior natural. It is important to use the appropriate recording media.  

3. Ask and record by interviewing in the customer's environment. Important to record information 

on the customer’s terms. 

4. Interpret and reframe by creating need statements. Then classify and prioritize the needs by 

reframing the research. Last, draw a conclusion.  

It is important to understand that needs last longer than any specific solution. By looking for needs 

rather than specific solutions releases possibilities for all solutions open for consideration and avoids 

impulsively limiting possibilities. It is also important as a designer during researching do not see 

only beyond problems that can instantly be solved. Observation can lead sometimes to indirect clues.  
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Generally, it doesn’t give clear access to people’s thoughts and feeling. When data is collected it is 

important to follow the final stage of need finding process. At last, interpret the findings and study 

the research questions. Product developer can always benefit from the need finding, such as a 

different dynamic for understanding the users. Which can be useful both for the marketers and 

designers[40]. 

3.1.2 Literature studies 

Searching engines Summon and Google Scholar are tools that can be used to find a variety of 

information in books, articles, and journals. The best and reliable information is scholarly and Peer 

reviewed.  During the searching, there is so much information that is not correct and consistent. 

That is a why the choice of literature is very important[41]. 

In many research cases, mechanical engineering literature was prioritized because of the designing 

subject[42]. 

From the beginning of the literature review. It is important to start by stating the research topic and 

develop a search plan. Then determining which concepts and keywords to use while searching for 

information. Determine logic relation between the keywords, where to search, and what kind of 

information is needed, and determine how to manage the retrieved information. While considering 

if the searched and chosen sources seem relevant to the topic. Finally evaluate and analyze to get 

the big picture of the subject, save useful references, read for comprehension and take notes[43]. 

3.1.3 Observation 

Observation as a method for studying design situation can provide us with answers to what and 

why the phenomena occurred. It can support the theory building, validation of experimental work 

and research impact[44]. There are different types of scientific observation in construction 

research. Based on scientific rules and measured way of thinking. It had to have proper planning, 

objectivity, hypothesis, and systematically studying.  Then can be analyzed in the quantitative or 

qualitative way. The quantitative research has moved towards in constructing engineering. Because 

the results of data collection from counting or measuring can provide us with information to predict 

the construction development over a period[45]. 

In this study, the observation is about inspection the user during the testing to get ideas for the best 

solution to the problem. To find the optimal angle for standing-leaning posture backward while 
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working in front of the computer.  Gathering the information from other observation experience in 

literature helps to come up with the solution. The attempts to solve the health problems from 

prolonged sitting or standing in front of the computer can also be useful for this case. Testing, 

observing, changing to better, all in the cause to eliminating the barriers and solve problems. Such 

as the use of the portable ergonomic observation method to monitor the sitting posture of 

schoolchildren in the classroom[46]. 

3.1.4 Interviews 

The interview is a conversation between people with each other in order to ask a question and get 

information. In order to understand the experiences, needs, and desires from the person. The 

interview can be done through the meeting, email, video, and phone [46]. 

The objectives of interviews are to collect information, formulate a hypothesis, decide the method 

of observation, and examine the emotional state, thought process, orientation, and memory of the 

respondents. There are different types of the interviews. Classified according to different grounds. 

In designing case, it is more appropriate to hear the feeling behind the words and read the body 

language during the direct interviewing. It is important with eye contact, then pay attention to the 

pitch and quality of the sound [46]. 

Interviewing is also needed to determine the customer requirements in order to find out what the 

customer wants.  During the testing continually interviewing, in our case how the customer is 

satisfied with the angle for standing-leaning posture backward [47]. 

3.1.5 Technology watching and Trend watching of medical assistive 
devices 

It is important that in the beginning after launching the idea, during the design process to check 

current technology or ideas, if there are innovations that are a solution to the problem. Check even 

if there is a solution from other similar areas that can give a thought, which can lead to a good idea. 

Meanwhile, check out what is patented to avoid a legal collision. Technology watching process 

can consist of four stages: need assessment, data collections, integration and distribution of the 

result[47]. 
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Trend watching is a market investigation which is needed to predict and identifies the trends in 

medical technology.  Trend watching can be done by reading medical journals, listening to the 

experts and visiting medical technology trade demonstrations[48]. 

3.2 Innovation  

Creativity in engineering is the ability to solve technical problems. It requires the creativity to come 

up with ideas to solve a problem. It is the first step or method to solve the problems [50]. It is not 

an invention until it is transformed into reality.  When the user buys the service or the product and 

uses it, at that point, the invention becomes an innovation [51].  According to OECD Organization 

for Economic Co-operation and Development “An innovation is the implementation of a new or 

significantly improved product (good or service), or process, a new marketing method, or a new 

organizational method in business practices, workplace organization or external relations” [52]. 

3.2.1 Design process  

A design process is activities needed to design, create perform and improve the product/service for 

a company. To succeed in today’s highly technological and globally competitive world. The most 

important skill is also design thinking. Which involves creative thinking with critical reading and 

logical reasoning through the design process [58].  

Design process on this degree project can contain more events in the chain process. Because there 

are a number of models in the design process. It is important to upgrade the past design process. 

Because the design procedure has a dynamic nature and it constantly needs to be updated according 

to the needs and requirements of time. See figure 13 [49].   
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Even to transform the product in engineering, there is a need to go through the design process. 

Despite that, the product has similar purposes as the reversed product. The design process is always 

a circular process and it demands required steps to get to the final desired product.  

 

Figure 13 Circular design process. Adapted from[49]. 

3.2.2 Ergonomic design 

According to International Ergonomics Association (IEA):  “Ergonomics (or human factors) is the 

scientific discipline concerned with the understanding of interactions among humans and other 

elements of a system, and the profession that applies theory, principles, data, and methods to design 

in order to optimize human well-being and overall system performance is the scientific discipline 

of designing a job, equipment and/or workplace to optimize human well-being and system 

performance”. See figure 13.The designer of the support to the standing-leaning posture backward 

should fulfill the user’s requirements.  The requirements that are present and will prevent future 

health problems. Reduce the negative environmental factors that can contribute to sedentary 

behavior in the workplace. The designer needs to make an observation of the user behavior and 

medical detailed qualitative research from the field. Ergonomic designing requires expert 

knowledge from ergonomist and other medical experts from the medical field [54].  Computer desk 

and chairs are frequently on the focus of ergonomic design. Inappropriate design or use of the 

computer workstation can cause serious health problems. That is why the knowledge about 

anatomical, anthropometric, physiological and biomechanical characteristics related to physical 
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activities is very important. Ergonomics can help to harmonize the use of a workstation to the 

needs, abilities, and limitations of the people. The value of the ergonomics today according to IEA 

is that “Many people suffer because their conditions at work and home are incompatible with their 

needs, abilities, and limitations. This situation affects their safety and welfare, as well as, that of 

organizations and societies” [55]. 

Work Environment statistics from the Swedish Work Environment Authority informs that 

Computer Screen Work Environment -Related Disorders 2016 are still common problems [56]. 

3.2.3 Planning 

Planning is very important at the start of designing. “From the system engineering viewpoint, a 

good planning of product design can improve the quality of the product design to a great 

extent”[50]. According to the Xiaopeng Li & others recommendation, the planning products design 

can include design ideas, design environments, design objective, design process, design contents, 

design methods and the design quality evaluation methods. Called seven design planning model. 

The planning model is dynamic and changeable according to the needs and requirements of the 

time[49]. In term to discover the need for the product in the start. There are three primary sources 

for making a new product: market pull, technology push and product change[51].  

3.2.4 Concept generation & evaluation  

From understanding a design problem, its specifications and requirements. It is important to 

develop or generate concepts that will form functions. Because conceptual design focuses on 

functions.  

A concept is an idea that is sufficiently developed to evaluate the physical principles that govern 

its behavior. If you generate one idea, it is probably a poor one. If you generate twenty ideas, you 

may have a good one. Or, alternatively, He who spends too much time developing a single concept 

realizes only that concept[52].  

The goal with evaluation is to decide which concept that has the highest quality to become the 

product for comparison with engineering targets. To evaluate the best concept we can use decision 

matrices.  The problem is that in the beginning, we do not have so much knowledge and data. The 

decided concept is for prototyping and testing.  Other ideas must be excluded. “If the horse is dead, 

get off”[52].  
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3.2.5 Reverse engineering 

Reverse engineering means analyzing the system’s components then creating a higher level of 

abstraction. Extracting the product and then adding more functionalities on the existing product. 

Reverse engineering doesn’t mean creating a totally new product. Just improving the product by 

adding components. For the use of additional purpose [61]. 

3.2.6 Prototyping & Testing 

Engineer prototyping means when a designer creates the concept ideas for design evaluation or 

experimental purpose. There are a number of prototype tools and ways to sample an idea. First, it 

is important to determine what to prototype. The tools such as storyboards, role plays, models or 

mock-ups can be used for designing on testing in evaluation stage.  

Testing to find the appropriate angle during standing-leaning with the prototype is recommended 

before making costly development or improvement. Physical testing can be done with a number of 

testing to get the experience from the users in practice[52].  

3.2.7 Detailed product design  

In a certain phase, a designer has to design a detailed product with the needed functionalities for 

the user. To implement the changes needed to be made after the evaluation and testing of the 

prototype. 
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Figure 14.  Simultaneously understand the needs and explore the options. Adapted from [53]. 

The process of product designing never ends, everything can be better and better. If the product 

works after testing. It doesn’t mean that it is final. The designer never stops the process of 

developing even if the user is totally satisfied. See figure 14[53]. 

The engineer can complete and describe a product through solid modeling and drawings.  

Autodesk inventor professional can make detailed phase more efficient. Autodesk inventor can 

provide optimization, where it's possible, in order to reduce the volume of the product. Without 

obstructing the parts quality.  In Autodesk Inventor is possible to calculate the stress and 

displacement using the finite element method to determine stresses throughout the parts [53]. 

3.3 Design approaches and tools 

In continuation, it will be explained, approach and those tools that are needed to be used in the 

process to design the support for standing-leaning posture. To get desired engineering 

characteristics for efficient process and reliable product. 

3.3.1 Design for Excellence (DFX) 

Design for Excellence methodology stands for designing due to rise design for X. Where X is a 

variable for several features including serviceability, sustainability, manufacturability, power, 
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variability, cost, yield, reliability, quality, assembly, and packaging. It also means to characterize 

systematically communication of knowledge that focuses on successful product design. DFX 

interconnect design for production, with included a set of rules that design must meet to permit 

manufacture at a certain factory.  It is unavoidable that requirements change and it is hard to predict 

during the project. Because the demands from internal and external stakeholders change during the 

process [64]. 

Rules, tools, methodologies, practices along the product life cycle, development phase, production 

phase, use phase, disposal phase and guidelines are the needed to rise the design for X.   

The last part of DFX method is its effectiveness to get answers if methodology, which assists the 

design in achieving the desired result. In order to reduce disassembly time and costs [65] 

3.3.2 Design for serviceability (DFS) 

The core of design for serviceability is also when the user can replace or repair the parts of the 

product quickly and easy. When the manufacturer of the parts can easily produce the parts. When 

the maintaining and transportation are quick and for low-cost. When the parts are more 

standardized and do not need special tools to maintain. When the manufacturing doesn't need 

special unnecessary machine building and special unnecessary expertise for the product. Most of 

all when the customer provides the reliable product and service of high quality that fulfills the need 

[66]. 

3.3.3 Design for environment or sustainability (DFE) 

The core of design for sustainability engineering is interaction with the earth. It is a discipline 

which purposes is to reduce the impact of the product on the environment since the Earth resources 

are limited. Nowadays the responsibility of a designer is to take a design decision for more 

recyclable, reusable, durable and easier to maintain the product [67]. There are sustainable criteria’s 

that should be used to set targets and guide the concept development. The EU have defined 

criteria’s and legislation for the sustainable development of the product [68]. 

3.3.4 Design for manufacturing (DFM) 

The core of design for manufacturing is connected with low cost, easy and time to manufacture, 

since the success of the profit is a crucial aspect. That is why the selection in the early stage of 
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material, appropriate processes, modular design, standard component usage, multi-useable parts, 

avoiding separate fasteners, minimized assembly directions can reduce the cycle time and costs 

[69].  

With those DFM principles gets reduced even assembly time, the number of assembly operations, 

assembly defects, and cut the time to market. DFM avoids also these redesign and cost pitfalls 

through the integration of this activities. 

3.3.5 Design thinking 

Design thinking is a systematic and collaborative approach to identify and creatively solve the 

problems. It means that designer explores and solve the problems through iteration, by elaborating 

successively. Design thinking applies in situations where the problem or opportunity is not well 

defined and where a new better concept idea is needed. Design thinking consists of five main 

stages: defining the problem, finding needs, generating the ideas, prototyping, and testing [70].  

According to Nigel Cross “Design thinking is something inherent within human cognition; it is a 

key part of what makes us human” [71]. 

According to Nigel Cross, one of the eight attributes or methods that can help to explain and 

demonstrate the point, purpose and the power of design thinking is the abductive reasoning. Where 

researcher explains relation that something may be. Unlike to deductive where reasoning is that 

something must be or inductive where something actually is working [71]. 

3.4 Back, neck and shoulder pain investigating techniques  

Electromyography is electrodiagnostic medicine technique for measuring the activity of muscles 

in a different situation. An instrument called electromyography records the electrical potential that 

is produced from muscle cells. In order to find out the intensity of muscle contraction [54].  

There are two different kinds of EMG, intramuscular needle electromyography, and surface EMG. 

Needle EMG is more reliable than surface EMG. The surface EMG approach is limited because it 

doesn’t monitor all tissues [55].   

In addition to EMG, there are two more methods to measure the muscle activities. Magnetic 

resonance electrography and ultrasound technic[56]. Magnetic resonance electrography uses 
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magnetic resonance to detect mechanical waves that generated from the tissues[54].  Ultrasound 

technic monitors the changeability of the muscles thickness in the investigated area[56].  

From research findings done with the ultrasound measurement. The muscle activity increases when 

the stability of the sitting position decreases. It means that the whenever person does not sit in the 

balanced posture, the muscle activity on the neck, back and shoulders increases. With that, the 

tightening of the muscles increases. With the increase of tightening, the pain also increases.  

3.5 Blood Pressure Measurement & Pulse Measurement 

Blood pressure measurement is an examination that can be used to check which blood pressure 

person have in a certain posture. In lying, sitting or standing. Blood pressure measures in terms of 

millimeters of mercury. The measurements should be done five minutes after the person is in the 

measuring posture. Example 120/80 means: overpressure when the heart draws and pumps the 

blood / negative pressure when the heart relaxes and is filled with new blood [57]. 

Pulse measurement is an examination of the heart frequency. The tension on the muscles can impact 

the pulse. Higher pulse higher heartbeats. A table of blood pressure values is available in Appendix 

22.  
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4 Results 
This chapter contains the results about what do other products do and why their products are 

inadequate, design transformation process of tipper-board to the workstation for standing-leaning 

backward posture, investigation attempts to perform the EMG study and, blood pressure and pulse 

measurement.  

4.1 Analysis about what other products do and why their 
products are inadequate 

In order to evaluate other designs and how well these solutions fulfill the user's requirements with 

engineering's specifications. There was a need to check and compare how much the key criteria’s 

could be fulfilled from other different alternatives. The checklist could help comparison between 

different solutions in the market with a workstation for standing-leaning backward posture. At the 

same time studied, how the different designers in the market listened to the voice of the users. 

 There are mentioned criteria's in the table available in Appendix 7.  

4.2 Design transformation process of tipper-board to 
workstation for standing-leaning backward   

In lack of appropriate existing workstation for studies. The author transformed existing adjustable 

tipper-board from Etac into a workstation for standing-leaning backward posture. Workstation with 

the opportunity to change the angle backward during testing with the different users.  

4.2.1 Expert Interviews and observation 

The interviews were conducted with various experts from different issued areas. The author chose 

the experts from ADC to interview because the author believes that this health problem concerns 

even them. Both they are experts in the field at the same time they also suffer from pain in the neck, 

shoulders, and back after prolonged sitting or standing in front of the computer screen.  The experts 

that were needed to interview was assistive devices therapists, physiotherapist/ergonomist, and 

engineers for assistive devices. The author sent always email with questions before meeting them 

in their environment. Chosen experts from different expertise areas, so the author could get 

different knowledge and experience about the issue. Recorded the interview with paper and pen. 
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Questions were different because of the area of dissimilar professional knowledge they had. 

Altogether, in order to get answers to my research question. While getting also their opinions said 

about the hypothesis. Available interview about ergonomics in Appendix 10.   

From observations made. The best ergonomic sitting posture in front of the computer seems to be 

in front of the high work desk. Since the person can sit more upright and stretch straight. The 

standing-leaning workstation requires high work desk. The observation made by measuring the 

load on the scale. The load result on a scale, when the person is sitting shows one-fifth of the body 

weight. The load result on a scale, when the person is in standing-leaning posture with knee and 

foot support shows one-fourth of the body weight when the standing-leaning angle was between 

forty to fifty degrees tilted backward from the standing posture. 

4.2.2 Reverse engineering 

The results from reverse engineering were very productive. The parts from other available devices 

were very different. The ADC had parts in different sections from different Swedish companies 

that are used to replace or complete the prototypes that were made in the project. 

4.2.3 Prototyping and testing 

There was a need for the proper prototype of the workstation, to do the testings. There was not 

available adjustable designed prototype for standing-leaning backward testing. The tipper-board 

was the most suitable to transform into the workstation for standing-leaning backward testing.   

From the measurements made with different persons on the workstation with adjustable standing-

leaning posture backward. The slope on the standing-leaning posture backward was associated with 

the slope that person has on the back of the person's neck during sitting.  

 The author found out from the tests that the persons who work at the office in front of the computer 

have a larger slope on the neck than persons who worked standing.  

The tilting angle at the back of the neck becomes larger from standing position to sitting. 

As the tilting angle backward on the neck becomes larger from standing position to sitting. Then 

the tilting posture on the standing-leaning posture backward retained the angle that is in the 

standing position.  
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The variation of all postures during the work in front of the computer is the appropriate way to 

avoid health problems. That’s why adding on nowadays sitting workstations possibility to support 

standing –leaning backward at an angle of forty to fifty degrees. It will give the option for the user 

to vary postures. 

4.2.4 Concept generation and evaluation 

The tests of the first prototype show that the seat and the standing-leaning do not work. The person 

felt very uncomfortable and had pain on the pelvic bone. The person couldn’t have the legs straight.  

The tests of the second prototype with adjustable saddle seat shows that combination of standing-

leaning posture backward with saddle seat doesn’t work. The person felt a little bit comfortable, 

for very short time. The problem with spread legs and pain on the pelvic bone doesn’t disappear. 

The third prototype without seat and saddle seat showed to be the best solution for testing the 

appropriate angle. The person needed the knee foot support to not slide downwards of the standing-

leaning posture backward support. Despite the knowledge that many persons have problems with 

their knees. This standing-leaning posture backward can prevent attempts to solve even the problem 

for the persons with a knee problem. 

The fourth prototype with knee and without foot support didn't work, because of the large load on 

the knees. The person felt pain on the knees. 

The testing was made continuously with the staff from assistive device center both during and after 

construction. 

The appropriate angle of standing-leaning can give the user a feeling to either sitting or standing. 

The body can come to an angle of standing-leaning backward posture point that balances the 

muscles of the body in a comfortable posture. 

4.2.5 Detailed product design 

On the detailed design from the fourth prototype of the workstation, it was discovered that the knee 

and footrest of the third prototype proved to be the appropriate support in order not to slip from the 

standing inclined posture. The consequences were nevertheless the knee problems. Therefore, there 

is a challenge in the future to find the solution even for the slipping. There may be an option that 

the knee and footrest do not need to be integrated with the workstation.  
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The result of tests done by different persons on the fourth prototype of the workstation for standing-

leaning posture. Showed that person's comfort at standing-leaning backward is related to the angle 

that persons have in the back of the neck. The persons felt comfortable in standing-leaning 

backward posture when the person leaned back to the angle they had in the neck from sitting. 

From observation, the author could understand that the persons who worked sitting in the office in 

front of the computer had a larger angle of inclination on the back of the neck than the persons who 

were working standing. Since the tilting angle back in the neck becomes larger from standing 

posture to sitting. Then the standing-leaning posture could maintain the angle of sitting in contrast 

with body comfort, relaxed and less muscle fatigue 

4.3 EMG Investigation 

EMG analysis of the neck, shoulder, and back muscles during prolonged standing and sitting 

positions was done by the Switzerland University of Michigan. 

EMG is one way to study if the standing-leaning backward posture, in the angle between forty to 

fifty degrees, is a healthier. By measuring the muscle activity of the neck, back, and shoulders. At 

the same time check muscle fatigue, stability in this posture, evaluate discomfort and control the 

heart rate.  

Then compare the study results between standing, sitting and standing-leaning posture. At the same 

time during testing interviewing the person about comfort.  

Unfortunately, in contact with the business manager at the clinic physics laboratory at Blekinge 

Hospital, the study could not be done. Due to overload, with patients who needed help. The email 

regarding the request for EMG survey at Landstinget Blekinge is available in Appendix 12. Their 

answer was that patients should be prioritized prior the testing. The manager of the clinic advised 

asking the business manager at the neurological clinic at Lund University Hospital if they could 

help with the examinations. 

The manager of the neurophysiological clinic Skåne University Hospital replied that they do not 

perform this type of electromyography examination. Recommends, some physiotherapists and 

chiropractors use the surface electrodes for muscle activity measurement. The neurophysiological 

clinic Skåne University Hospital perform only diagnostic EMG examination with a concentric 

needle, needles insert into the muscles to analyze the size and shape to determine whether the 
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muscles are of normal size and shape or show signs of reshaping after the passage of nerve damage. 

They do not have equipment or training for that kind of research. Email regarding the request for 

EMG survey at Skåne University Hospital is available in Appendix 13. 

The answer from physiotherapists at pain rehabilitating clinic on the Blekinge hospital was that 

they do not have the equipment to do this kind of testing. Email regarding the request for EMG 

survey at pain rehabilitating clinic in Karlskrona is available in Appendix 14. Regarding the request 

for EMG survey. 

4.4 Results from Blood Pressure Measurement & Pulse 
Measurement 

Since the person's blood pressure and heart rate depends on age, sex, and general health condition. 

Then it is difficult to build a statistic over blood pressure and heart rate results. The blood pressure 

and heart rate measurements done did not show any significant differences in results between 

standing, sitting and standing-leaning posture. The values for blood pressure and heart rate 

measurements for three persons are given in a table in Appendices 22 and 24. 
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5 Discussion 
This chapter contains discussion about: theory, method used and results.  

The fact that there was a need for information about background information, information about 

the supports for healthier posture while the person is working in front of the computer.  The author 

sought information from current design development and patent database. To find out if there was 

a support that could be used to find out the standing-leaning angle for healthier posture. 

5.1 Theory discussion  

The theory was more than useful and very important to describe the background in this study. The 

data collected explains the health problems with prolonged sedentary sitting, standing or leaning. 

Research on physical education posture studies and research on the requirement to adapt aids to a 

person has been done. To understand that musculoskeletal disorders are commonly associated with 

many hours sitting in front of computer screens.  

 Since this angle of inclined position can be considered to be the subject of Swedish law. Then it 

was necessary to clarify rules and regulations, standards, manufacturing responsibility, and CE 

marking. At the same time to understand that if the workstation is treated as a medical device. Then 

workstation must be CE marked by making special tests. It was also important to explain the 

difference between CE marked medical workstations and ordinary workstations CE marked from 

the Swedish Work Environment Authority. It was also important to explain the rules and the 

manufacturing commitments on safety and basic requirements. Which indicates that this angle as 

technical specification could be registered in standards to enable CE marking of the workstation to 

be labeled. 

5.1.1 Need finding 

The nowadays research approach is more oriented to find more ergonomic support while the person 

is sitting or standing. In order to satisfy the needs of the users. Every improvement or deterioration 

of workstations during the use reduces the contribution of certain muscles and increases the 

contribution of other muscles while the person is sitting or standing. The muscles activities and 

loads should be proportionally divided between muscles that have responsibility for sitting or 

standing posture[58]. 
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Some researchers believe that active sitting can prevent the computer and the monitor's health 

posture problems. By having training activities, during office work time in front of computer 

screen. Occasionally biking during sitting, without moving forwards or having other physical 

activities[59]. 

Another researcher believes the active standing can prevent the health problems. With different 

workstations desks and standing posture[21]. 

5.1.2 Literature survey and case studies 

The best literature studies should be based on the literature that is scientific, with facts and 

references.  In the start of the degree project, the author defined research strategy to the research 

question. The author used Google Scholar as a search engine to have the reliability of the searched 

sources. The findings from literature survey and case studies gave information about the experience 

and relevant information in design development [80]. 

5.1.3 Planning 

The planning of finding out the appropriate angle was difficult until author had the whole picture 

of the possibilities and limitations of the project. It was also difficult to predict the time that should 

take to finish the testing prototypes from the underlined problems that appeared during the project. 

The author did not have a lot of practical experience from welding, drilling, turning, coloring, 

milling, bending, machining, sewing, cutting and lining. Which was very time-consuming. 

Meanwhile, keeping a clear picture of the goals of the project that was thought principally from the 

beginning. Since there was not disposable appropriate workstation from the start to do the testings 

and measurings. 

5.1.4 Technology watching and trend watching of medical assistive 
devices 

Medical assistive device companies are more focused on working with the innovations that are 

established in the market. They are just making the devices cheaper, faster and more efficient for 
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patient care.  Despite that Sweden is one of the leading innovation countries of medical technology 

solutions and advancement[60].  

The most promising trend developing innovation in medical technology are robots that support the 

body in a different posture. Such as sitting standing or standing-leaning posture backward. It gives 

the opportunity for the person to change the posture often with the support from the robot. By 

dressing the person in robot clothing[61]. Picture available Appendix 25. 

5.1.5  Lean back and Zero G workstations 

Despite we are aware of health problems. Nowadays designers approach are more focused on 

solving health problems by improving workstations for sitting or standing posture. There are some 

developers who are trying to find out solutions to lean on Zero-G posture and lean backward 

posture. Zero G workstation and Lean back workstations examples are available in Appendix 15. 

The person leans backward in the special posture. The gravity center point of this posture is in the 

middle of the body during lying posture. 

5.1.6 Standing-leaning, kneeling workstations, and tipper-boards 

The concepts from different manufacturers that can support standing-leaning posture backward are 

companies that design folding standing frames. The folding standing frames are very similar to all 

manufacturers. Mainly differences are only names and prices. This concept provides the 

opportunity to get up from lying to a standing position. It is very easy for these constructors to add 

the standing-leaning support with the possibility to change the angle. Because the difference 

between those constructions and the standing-leaning backward workstation is small. Below is 

described some designs that can be changed to workstations such as Buffalo from Etac Sverige 

AB, Tipper-board from Medema Physio AB, Tipper-board from Primed AB, Tipper-boards from 

Arjohuntleigh AB, and Leanchair from Wayne Yeager. 

5.1.7 Etac Sverige AB  

Etac is a company with headquarter in Stockholm, Sweden. Among other products, Etac 

manufacture, develop and design folding and standing frames that assist people to come up from 

lying to a standing posture. The company was founded in 1973 with an 800-strong team of 

specialists worldwide[62].  
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 The owner of the Etac limited liability company is “Nordstjernan” Axel and Margaret Ax: son 

Johnsons Foundation[63].  

The company sells worldwide and is expanded also in Norway, Denmark, England, USA, 

Germany, and Holland[63].  

R82 Company is a subcontractor and manufacturer of Buffalo and Caribou tipper-board for Etac. 

that gives children opportunity to tipper up from lying to the standing posture [1].  Pictures are 

available in Appendix 16. Tipper-board from Etac Sverige AB 

 

Figure 15 Expired patent for Etac tipper-board Buffalo from 1972[64] 
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5.1.8 Medema Physio AB 

The company was founded 1967, most known in physiotherapy and wellness. Offers a range of 

products and services in medical wellness in physiotherapy, exercise, massage, and rehabilitation. 

Assures and certified the product quality according to ISO 14001 and has the highest credit rating, 

AAA. Since 1999 is owned from Finnish company Lojer Oy. Lojer is leading international 

manufacturer of physical therapy equipment.  

Medema manufactures different “Acron” tipper-boards with electrical tipper function [10]. 

Acron is a tipper-board that helps patients to tipper up from lying to the standing posture. Pictures 

are available in Appendix 17. Tipper-board from Medema Physio AB. 

5.1.9 Primed AB 

Primed started as Limited Company 2004 in Halmstad, Sweden. Supplies professional therapist, 

with assistive devices and other equipment. According to Primed, they have managed to tie well-

known brands of the best quality and many of their products have undergone several tests for 

quality assurance[65].  

Primed is selling tipper-board with the hydraulic design. MarcusLine made in China and designed 

in Sweden.  MarcusLine tipper-board helps patients to tipper up from lying to the standing posture. 

Pictures are available in Appendix 18. Tipper-board from Primed AB. 

5.1.10 Arjohuntleigh AB 

Arjohuntleigh started 1957 from Arne Johansson. As Limited Company since 1987 in Malmö, 

Sweden [88]. Belongs to Parent Company Marquet Holding AB. Marquet Holding AB belongs 

Parent Company Getting AB from Halmstad [89].  

Among their products includes even positioning solutions. One of their positioning solutions is 

Sara Combilizer. Sara Combilizer helps patients to tipper up from lying to the standing posture. 

The product is targeted for wound healing. The patient gets pressure ulcer from the prolonged lying 

or sitting posture [90]. Available pictures on Appendix 19 Tipper-boards from Arjohuntleigh AB. 
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5.1.11 Leanchair 

Wayne Yeager from United State designed and developed “Lean chair” [91]. Wayne Yeager is a 

software developer. The "Leanchair" is a leaning board with keyboard table, footrest, and armrest 

[92]. Pictures, and about the “Leanchair” are available in Appendix 20. 

5.2 Method discussion 

This part contains the discussion about the methods used in this thesis.   

5.2.1 Design transformation process of tipper-board to the 
workstation for standing-leaning backward   

Innovative methods and tools were necessary to come up with a concept that helped to test and 

measure. Everything in order to solve the health problem. Creativity was required in every step of 

the design transforming process.  

Even though the needs were obvious among all computer users. Multiple alternatives of prototypes 

were required to persuade users that the problem might have a different solution than the 

workstation that they usually used to. 

The detailed design of the last prototype provided more information about the shortcomings and 

benefits. It helped to make the more accurate measurements to draw conclusions. The price of the 

workstation depends on the material used. If the workstations are made of aluminum. The price 

and weight get halved. 

5.2.2 Concept generation and evaluation 

The concepts of these four prototypes are the only fraction of the large brainstorming intended 

during the testing. Many ideas were taken from the solution that was already available on the other 

assistive devices. The process of prototyping was with constant changes to the better solution. 

Testing of prototypes gave information to future designs, not to try the options with the seat and 

adjustable saddle seat in combination with standing-leaning.  

5.2.3 Reverse engineering 

The reverse technique where used as a method of transforming a tipper-board to the workstation. 

As the purpose of workstations was to change the person's posture from standing to comfortable 
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standing-leaning backward in front of the computer screen. By making a few changes on a tipper-

board as well as adding knee, foot and arm support, it appeared that it could fulfill the purpose. At 

the same time parts that were from the beginning on the dashboard were also removed. Finally, the 

workstation was scaled to useful format 

5.2.4 Research analysis about what does other product do and why 
their products are inadequate 

This method was necessary to check and describe how other products can fulfill the requirements 

of the users. At the same time, study what opportunities the other companies have, to add standing-

leaning support at the appropriate angle to their products. Since there are so many criteria’s to fulfill 

on nowadays workstation. It is very difficult to make the perfect workstation. 

5.3 Result discussion 

The results were achieved through tests and observations with different persons, mostly experts 

from Assistive Devices Center, who has tested the prototypes at different angles. In order to find 

the most comfortable position when the person working on standing-leaning posture backward in 

front of the computer. The tests with experts were done since the results from testing and 

interviewing the experts are more reliable and rewarding. At the same time, the experts are also 

computer users. They have more or less the same health problems as everyone else. The experts 

have stated that the standing inclined position has been felt comfortably at the angle between forty 

to fifty degrees. An angle that should be taken into consideration when designing workstations in 

the future. The EMG study in the future is recommended to be done since blood pressure and pulse 

measurement results did not show some significant changes in different situations. 

As a conclusion from the testing of kneeling and saddle sitting posture. The person did not felt 

comfortable when the slope started tipped backward. The person felt pain in the knee from knee 

support and pain in pelvic bone from saddle seat. Another important finding from the testing is that 

the persons who work at the office in front of the computer have a greater angle on the back of the 

neck than persons who work standing physically. 

The results from research articles were also very important since they inform also about problems 

that appear during prolonged sedentary sitting in front of the computer screen. The upper back is 

excessively curved at most of the people who work in front of the computer. Because of bad sitting 
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posture and the person's habit to stare at a computer with head forward, forcing chest, back and 

neck muscles become tighten, which can cause excessive curvature of the upper back. After a while 

muscles became weaker and longer, in combination with pain in the neck, back, and shoulders. 

From the measurements made with different persons on the adjustable standing-leaning 

workstation. The angle of the standing-leaning posture backward between forty to fifty degrees 

was associated with the angle that person has on the back of the neck during sitting.  

When the person sits down on an office chair from standing position. The angle at the back of the 

neck increases by ten to fifteen degrees. When the person leans backward, the angle remains the 

same. The only difference is that the muscles are relaxed, unlike sitting posture. 

The results during making process of the prototypes gave also knowledge how and from what parts 

the other assistive devices were made. The prototypes were mostly made from some of the parts 

from other devices on the extension. The method of combining different parts from different 

manufacturers gave ideas for improvements and development of prototypes. The adjustment of the 

assistive devices to the user at the Center of the Assistive devices by combining the parts from 

different manufacturers are routine. Since the most important goal was to adapt the assistive device 

to the user. Not the user to the assistive device. Any change to the CE-marked product during 

reverse technology. The consequence is that the product could not be considered as medical CE 

marked product anymore. Responsibility is taken over from the manufacturer for possible errors or 

other consequences. This is something that Assistive Devices Center does every day. Change and 

remove CE marking to suit and meet the needs of the person. The engineering work is primarily 

about meeting the needs of users with technical solutions. There is a range of solutions out there in 

the market. Many problems can be solved with a creative combination of different products parts 

on the way to a finished final product. 
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5.3.1 Sustainability perspective 

Solving the health problems with the appropriate workstation can give better life and more 

productive work in front of the computers.  

Why do not workstation companies challenge the market to manufacture revolutionary concepts 

that support even standing-leaning backward posture beside sitting posture? Maybe it is the same 

reason as car companies do not dare to change to greener and the environmental fuel alternative. It 

is so obvious why the technology development is stagnating.  

The proposed concept change can economically impact the future of the companies! That is why 

the office chairs companies may do not want to consider changing adding support to other posture 

than sitting or standing for the users.  

The wider creativity would be sustainable for society in order to deprive cultural solid belief how 

we sit, stand or lean backward. 
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6 Conclusions 
The workstations companies challenge can be to design revolutionary changed concepts that 

support even standing-leaning posture backward as an additional option to sitting or standing. Since 

the concept change maybe it will economically impact the future of the company. When this angle 

is taken into consideration.    

Since the every prolonged posture causes health problems. The standing–leaning backward can at 

least be the additional options to the nowadays sitting workstations.   

From the results of testing with the different persons, the author of the thesis could conclude that 

the comfort of standing-leaning posture is between forty to fifty degrees tilted backward from the 

standing posture.  It is related to the angle that person have on the back of the neck on sitting 

posture. The load result on a scale, when the person is in standing-leaning posture with knee and 

foot support shows one-fourth of the body weight, while without foot support it is one-third of the 

weight. 
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8 Appendixes 
8.1 Appendix 1.First prototype. 

 
Figure 16 Prototype with seat 

First attempt to find a comfortable posture in order to test the angle. The idea was to find the angle 

with this prototype. It didn’t work at all. The author did not continue developing the prototype. 
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8.2 Appendix 2. Second prototype. 

 
Figure 17 Prototype.  The version with an adjustable saddle seat. This saddle seat usually uses for saddle chairs 

Second attempt to find a comfortable posture in order to test the angle. The idea was to find the 

angle with this prototype. The adjustable saddle seat was uncomfortable after twenty minutes 

testing with the person. The author did not continue developing the prototype. 
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8.3 Appendix 3.Third prototype 

 
Figure 18 Prototype with knee and feet support of workstation. Used to find the optimal standing- leaning angle 

Third attempt to find a comfortable posture in order to test the angle. The idea was to find the angle 

with this prototype. This prototype was very successful. The testing’s gave useful results. The 

prototype was very comfortable. The author continued developing the prototype since it was too 

big.  
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8.4 Appendix 4. Fourth prototype 

 

Figure 19 Workstation for standing-leaning backward posture 

This prototype is a scaling of the third prototype since it was too big. At the same time, the footrest 

was removed for testing. Which showed that the use of the footrest is necessary for relief from the 

unpleasant high pressure from the knee support. 
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8.5 Appendix 5. Detailed drawing Aluminum material 

 

Figure 20 Workstation for Standing-Leaning-Backward. Aluminum 6061 material. 

The picture shows the detailed drawing of the forth prototype in Autodesk Inventor Professional. 

In order to choose the material and calculate the price. On the left side of the picture is the formula 

for choosing the material and calculating the price with different percent of discounting. On the 

right side is shown that the use of aluminum give the calculated price, weight and mass in the 

picture from the formula. 
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8.6 Appendix 6. Detailed drawing 

 

Figure 21 Detailed drawing 

This picture shows the detailed drawing of the forth prototype. On the right side of the picture are 

lined the parts that are needed to manufacture this workstation. 
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8.7 Appendix 7. Table of comparing different options for 
testing, measurements. 

Criteria’s 

Yes 
No 

Buffalo 
tipper-
board 

 

Acron 
tipper-
board 

  

MarcusLine 
tipper-board 

 

Sara 
Combilizer

 

Leanchair 

 

Workstation for 
standing-leaning 
backward posture 

1 Possibility to offer 
lying posture 

      

2 Possibility to offer 
sitting posture 

      

3 Possibility to offer 
leaning posture 

      

4 Possibility to offer 
sitting and standing 

      

5 Possibility to offer 
kneeling and sitting 

      

6 Possibility to 
change posture 

      

7 Typing 
possibility 

      

8 Foot support       
9 Space for 

accessory objects 
      

10 Space for 
telephone use 

      

11 Accommodation to 
different physical 

requirements 

      

12 Wheels or castors 
suitable for floor 

surface 

      

13 Backrest 
adjustability for 
both height and 

angle 

      

14 Backrest support 
for the inward curve 

of the lower back 

      

15 Mouse location       
16 Reasonable price       
17 Safety       
18 Adjustabilit

y for the inward 
curve of the lower 

back 

      

19 Lumbar support       
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20 Armrest 
adjustability 

      

21 Space for legs       
22 Work surface       
23 Adjustable 

document holder 
      

24 Tilting possibility       
25 Possibility to have 

feet’s in 90 degrees 
with legs 

      

26 Space for keyboard       

27 Tilting possibility 
with motor 

      

28 Neck support       
29 Easy to move       
30 Easy to use       
31 Lying,  

standing, seat and 
kneeling posture 

      

32 Sustainable product       

33 Environmentally 
friendly 

      

 Useful results 13 19 13 19 15 29 

Tabell 1 Comparison between leaning workstations 

This table shows how different tipper board can fulfill the criteria’s for the appropriate workstation.  

 

8.8 Appendix 8. Interview about CE marking 

Telefonsamtal med konsulten Roger Stagmö på AF (Aktiebolaget Ångpanneföreningen) 

konsultföretaget som gör validering och kvalitetssäkring till företag i tillverkningsindustrin.  

Fråga: Hur fungerar CE märkning och är det nödvändigt! 

Svar: Man ska kolla på läkemedelsverket om det används som medicinsk redskap för olika 

behandlingar. Vi använder ISO 13785. CE Märkning kan göras själv om man skriver på själv att 

det fungerar.  100 kg i England armstöds tryck för exempel. Det ska finnas standarder för 

konstruktioner. Riskanalys av arbetsredskap. Ta reda på säkerhetsfaktorn. Ta reda vilka direktiv 

som gäller för kontorsstolar. Vilken komplexitet. ERHO stolen till exempel. Kolla olika tillverkare.  

Vi skickar på Test Lab i Borås för at testa olika belastningar t.ex. om den ska välta, glida eller vika 

sig. Kolla kravspecifikationer om olika tester.   
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8.9 Appendix 9. Regarding medical technical evidence 

Email svar från peter.franke@ltblekinge.se avdelningschef Teknik, Konsulent. 

Angående medicin tekniska bevisning!  

Svar: Tillverkarna är tvungen att förhålla sig till en hel del för att kunna sätta produkten på 

marknaden om den skall vara en medicinteknisk produkt. 

Lag (1993:584) om medicintekniska produkter = medicintekniska produkter som släpps ut på 

marknaden och tas i bruk ska vara säkra och lämpliga för sitt ändamål. 

Läkemedelsverkets föreskrifter (LVFS 2003:11) om medicintekniska produkter 

(Vissa Hjälpmedel för funktionshindrade lyder även under den allmänna produktsäkerhetslagen.( 

produkter som är avsedda för konsumenter eller som kan komma att användas av konsumenter.) 

För att kunna följa bygga/tillverka vissa typer av medicintekniska produkter kravställs det ofta i 

upphandlingen att den skall byggas efter en viss standard, (olika standarder för olika 

produktkategorier.) se SIS. 

CE-märkning enligt det medicintekniska direktivet är något som också normalt kravställs i 

upphandlingen: Tillverkare av medicintekniska produkter måste anlita ett s.k. anmält organ 

(Notifierad Body t.ex. SP, tyska TUF ), som bekräftar att produkten uppfyller det tillämpliga 

direktivet. (MDD)Detta kan ske genom att det anmälda organet även granskar tillverkarens 

kvalitetssystem. Centrala delar i detta system är riskhantering och klinisk värdering. Först efter det 

att kvalitetssystemet har godkänts (vilket bekräftas genom att ett certifikat eller intyg utfärdas) kan 

produkten förses med CE-märket och kan placeras på EU-marknaden. (För andra delar av världen 

kan andra regelverk gälla t.ex. FDA i USA eller inga alls. (U-länder). 

8.10 Appendix 10. Interview about ergonomic  

Intervju genom email med bengt.habring@ltblekinge.se företags sjukgymnast/ergonom på 

Blekinge kompetenscentrum Landstinget i Blekinge 

Fråga: Hur stort är behovet för hjälpmedel till stöd för personer som har råkat för värk i nacken, 

ryggen, axlar och benen på grund av för många timmars stillasittande eller stillastående framför 

bildskärmen. 

mailto:peter.franke@ltblekinge.se
mailto:bengt.habring@ltblekinge.se
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Svar: Behoven är stor! 

Fråga: Vad är det för hjälpmedel ni rekommenderar för att lindra eller förebygga dessa besvär.  

Svar: Vi rekommenderar att vara aktiva och röra på sig. Inte sitta för länge framför bildskärmen. 

Rekommenderar ergonomiska ställningar och stödfunktioner för de som behöver.   

Rekommenderar att sitta eller stå på rätt sätt. Hitta tyngdpunkten av kroppen i en balanserad 

ställning så att andningen fungerar. Rekommenderar pauser i jämna mellanrum. Framförallt 

kunskap om ergonomisk ställning.  

Fråga: Skulle en liggande, stående och sittande stödkonstruktion förebygga dessa besvär?  

Svar: Både ja och nej, en bekväm ställning kan medföra att man sitter alldeles för länge utan att 

röra på sig. Om ligg och stå sitt stöd erbjuder en variation, då kan personen växla från sittande till 

stående eller till liggande. Då kan man se lägesförändringen som en aktiv paus.  

Fråga: Vad finns det för stolar ni rekommenderar för personer som behöver på sina arbetsplatser.  

Svar: Det finns flera olika stolar på marknaden med funktioner som man kan anpassa till personens 

behov. Det är viktigt att ta reda på vad personens besvär kommer av.  

Fråga: Tycker ni att det finns behov för att designa en stödkonstruktion till hälsosammare ställning 

för att förebygga hälsoproblem som förekommer.  

Svar: Det gäller att ta reda på vad orsaken är. När det är gjort kan man anpassa med stöd vid behov. 

Fråga: Kan det vara något man kan bygga på och forska vidare om denna koncepten.  

Svar: Ja, det skulle kunna vara bra ide att forska vidare.  

Kommentarer under visuell granskning av pre-prototypen.  

Svar: Bra ide.  Sitsen kan göras tippbar så att personen kan ha möjligheten att bara sitta.  

Mer inriktat för personer med speciella behov. Viktigt att kunna lätt ändra höjden på sitsen. 

Viktigt med anpassat ”fotkryss”/underrede för stabilitet och tipp läge.  

Fråga: Vilka företag vänder sig mest till er för hjälp? 
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Svar: Det är inga företag utan det är Landstinget. Landstinget har avtal med två återförsäljare av 

kontor/arbetsstolar. Landstingets chefer kontaktar företagshälsovården på landstinget för att få 

hjälp med förslag på arbetsstolar till sin personal. 

Fråga: Vilka är dem som anlita er mest?  

Svar: Det kan jag inte svara på! Företagen som landstinget har avtal med är INPUT interiör och 

Kinnarps 

Fråga: Vad är gränsen eller skillnaden från en normal nacke till en gamnacke.  

När jag kollade vinkeln på nacken hos olika personer! Häpnadsväckande så skilde sig mycket från 

person till person. De som jobbade vid datorer hade mellan större vinkel. Däremot de som arbetade 

stående hade mellan lägre graders vinkel.  

Fråga: Finns det något ergonomisk vinkel på nacken eller något statistik om det? 

Svar: Man kan utgå från hållningen och lodlinjen. Ju mer framåtböjd du är ju mer belastning på 

nacken. Det handlar om att vara så lite framåtböjd som möjligt. Ta pauser ofta om man hamnar 

framåtböjd vid olika arbetsmoment som exempelvis i tandvården. 

8.11 Appendix 11. Regarding tipper-boards 

Intervju genom email med maria-a.olsson@ltblekinge.se  

hjälpmedelskonsulent/sjukgymnast                 

Fråga: Vilka företag som tillverkar tippbrädor och stå-stöd 

Svar: www.medema.se, www.primed.se, www.lojer.se. Etac- R82 tillverkar Caribou och Buffalo 

är deras tidigare produkt. Företaget Anatomic sitt har ett stå-stöd easy-stand. 

1.     Det finns studier om effekterna av att stå, vi använder det främst till personer som inte själva 

kan stå utan behöver någon produkt för detta. För att stå används olika typer av stå-stöd inte endast 

tippbräda ex på Etacs hemsida stå stöd Toucan. Finns även ståskal som gjuts efter just den 

personen. Du borde kunna hitta en del forskning på effekterna av att stå.  

2.     I vår värld, hjälpmedelscenter är det patienter som inte kan stå själva eller inte kan stå en 

längre stund själv och behöver stöd för en längre tids stående. Förskrivaren av hjälpmedlet oftast 

fysioterapeuten avgör vilken typ av hjälpmedel som ska användas i just den patientens stå träning. 

mailto:maria-a.olsson@ltblekinge.se
http://www.medema.se/
http://www.primed.se/
http://www.lojer.se/
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3.  Förskrivaren- fysioterapeuten följer kontinuerligt upp att stå träningen fungerar. 

8.12 Appendix 12. Regarding request for EMG survey 
Landstinget Blekinge 

Förfrågan för EMG undersökning till Klinisk fysiologiska avdelning Blekingesjukhus, 

Klinisk Neurofysiologi Skånes Universitetssjukhus och Smärtrehabiliteringskliniken 

Blekingesjukhus 

Hej! 

Jag har byggt en special kontorsstol på hjälpmedelscenter vid Landstinget Blekinge, för att kunna 

ta reda på den bästa ergonomiska ställning, när man jobbar många timmar framför en bildskärm. 

För att hitta den passande stående-lutande vinkel bakåt för hälsosammare hållning medan personen 

arbetar framför datorskärmen 

Från tester jag gjorde med olika personer på den justerbara lutande konstruktionen. Kom fram att 

lutningen bakåt till den vinkeln som personen har i nacken när personen sitter, har samband med 

lutningen som personen har på baksidan av nacken vid stående -lutande ställning i en viss vinkel. 

  Personerna kände sig bekväma i stående-lutningen när personen lutade sig bakåt till den 

vinkel som mättes innan i nacken under sittande ställning.  

Jag har behov att testa min hypotes att stramningen eller aktiviteterna i nack-musklerna, ryggen 

och axlarna släpper vid just den stående-lutande ställning då personen känner avslappning. Sedan 

jämföra med den stramningen eller aktiviteterna i nack-musklerna, ryggen och axlarna i sittande 

ställning. Därmed ansöker jag hos er för att genomföra testerna av muskelaktiviteterna av nacken 

ryggen och axlarna med Elektromyografi.  

1. Under tiden personen står framför datorn.  

2. Sitter framför datorn  

3.  Stående-lutande bakåt ställning framför datorn. 

Med den speciella kontorsstolen jag har byggt. 

MVH Fatmir Kosovari 

Student på Blekinge tekniska högskolan  

Program: Civilingenjör i maskinteknik 
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Inriktning: Innovativ och hållbar produktutveckling 

Svar från Klinisk fysiologiska avdelning Blekingesjukhus 

Arvidsson Karlsson, Maria <maria.arvidsson-karlsson@ltblekinge.se>  

Hej! 

Vi har tyvärr ingen möjlighet att hjälpa dig med de här undersökningarna då vi behöver prioritera 

våra patienter. 

Mvh Maria 

8.13 Appendix 13. Regarding request for EMG survey 
Skånes Universitetssjukhus 

Svar från Klinisk Neurofysiologi Skånes Universitetssjukhus 

Hägerström Douglas <Douglas.Hagerstrom@skane.se>  

Hej Fatmir! 

Marie har vidarebefordrat din fråga till mig. 

Ditt arbete låter intressant men jag tror du har missuppfattat vad vi skulle kunna hjälpa till med. 

Den typ av ”EMG” som du vill ha hjälp med och som illustreras i de tidigare arbeten du refererar 

till är inget som vi kan utföra på klinisk neurofysiologi. Vi utför endast diagnostiska EMG-

undersökningar med en koncentrisk nål som vi sticker in i muskler för att analysera storlek och 

form på motorenhetspotentialer för att avgöra om dessa har normal storlek och form eller uppvisar 

tecken på att ha omformats efter genomgången nervskada. 

En del sjukgymnaster och kiropraktiker eller motsvarande använder den typ av ytelektroder och 

muskelaktivitetsmätning som du är ute efter och jag rekommenderar dig att höra av dig till någon 

sådan istället. Tyvärr känner jag inte till någon jag kan rekommendera. 

Vänliga hälsningar 

Douglas Hägerström 

Sektionschef 

Klinisk neurofysiologi 
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Skånes universitetssjukhus 

8.14 Appendix 14. Regarding request for EMG survey Smärt 
rehabiliterings kliniken i Karlskrona 

Svar från Smärtrehabiliteringskliniken i Karlskrona  

Petersson, Maria <maria-c.petersson@ltblekinge.se>  

Hej! 

Måste bara dubbelkolla med dig. Vad förväntar du dig av oss? Att bara visa stolen, utföra tester på 

någon? Du har all utrustning som behövs eller? 

Vi har ingen utrustning att låna ut… tänker på mätning av Elektromyografi… inte heller ngn patient 

som du kan utföra det på. Däremot kan någon av oss vara testperson. 

Hur tänker du? 

/Mia 

8.15 Appendix 15. Lean back workstations and Zero G 
Workstations 

 

 

Figure 22 Lean back solution[66] 

The picture above shows the attempt of leaning backward on workstation without neck support.  
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Figure 23 Lean back solution [67] 

The picture above shows the workstation with attempt to lean backward without knee support.  

 

Figure 24 Lean back solution [68] 

The picture above shows the workstation with attempt to lean backward without knee and footrest.  

 

Figure 25 Lean back solution [83] 

The picture above shows the workstation with attempt to lean backward on Zero G posture.  
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Figure 26 Zero G workstation [70]. 

The picture above shows the person on workstation with attempt to lean backward on Zero G 

posture with footrest.  

 

Figure 27 Zero G workstation [71]. 

The picture above shows the person on Zero G posture with footrest and headrest.  
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Figure 28 Ergonomic leaning, kneeling and sitting solution[72]. 

The picture above shows the person leaning backward during standing with knee support and 

kneeling during sitting without back support.   

    

Figure 29 Ergonomic leaning, kneeling and sitting solution[73]. 

The pictures above shows the person leaning backward during standing with back support and 

kneeling during leaning with back support.  
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Figure 30 Ergonomic standing solution[10]. 

The picture above shows the workstation with attempt to stand with knee and footrest.  

8.16 Appendix 16. Tipper-boards from Etac Sverige AB 

 

Figure 31 Tipper board R82, Buffalo[62] and Caribou[11] 

The pictures above shows the folding stand support that allows the child to get up in standing 

position. The picture to the left on the figure 31 is the older version of the tipper board from Etac 

Sverige AB.  
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8.17 Appendix 17. Tipper-board from Medema Physio AB 

  

Figure 32 MarcusLine tipper-board [111] 

The pictures above shows the folding stand support that allows the person to get up in standing 

position. The picture to the right on the figure 32 uses for training session for a patient.  

8.18 Appendix 18. Tipper-board from Primed AB 

 

Figure 33 Acron tipper-board [10]. 

The pictures above shows the folding stand support that allows the person to get up in standing 

position. The specific matter with Akron tipping board is that it has a pillow for leg sharing, which 

has given idea to a sitting pillow. 
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8.19 Appendix 19 Tipper-boards from Arjohuntleigh AB 

 

Figure 34 Sara Combilizer tipper-board from ArjoHuntleigh [74] 

The tipper board above figure 34 from Arjohuntleigh AB would be appropriate to make testing’s 

if it didn’t have a dimension of a bed. This tipper board was available to patients at Blekinge 

hospital section 57.  

   

Figure 35 Tipper-board from Arjohuntleigh [75]   

The tipper board above figure 35 is simpler and more economical version from ArjoHuntleigh.   
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Figure 36 Standing upright with footrest angle adjusters in vertical position[76] 

The figure 36 above shows details of Sara Combilizer tipper board from figure 34.   

8.20 Appendix 20 Lean Chair 

 

Figure 37 The development progress of the  Leanchair[77] 

  

Figure 38 Leanchair takes 25% of the bodyweight from  persons legs[77] 
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Figure 39Leanchair [78] 

LeanChair has been under development for the past few years. The last figure is not their last word 

on this matter.  

 

8.21 Appendix 21 A good standing posture 

 

 
Figure 40 A good posture  [79] 

The figure 40 above shows the different standing postures. In order to explain that persons have 

different angles on the neck even during standing. During a good posture the persons have the angle 

between 20 – 30 degrees.  
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8.22 Appendix 22 Blood pressure values 

 

Figure 41 Blood pressure values [57] 

The figure 41 above shows the relationship between blood pressure at heart constriction (systolic) 

and blood pressure at heart enlargement (diastolic). In order to understand which are normal blood 

pressure values. 
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8.23 Appendix 23 Pulse table 

 

Figure 42 Resting heart rate chart[80] 

The figure 42 above explains the beats per minutes depending on age. In order to understand which 

are normal pulse values for different persons. 

8.24 Appendix 24 Measurements of blood pressure and 
pulse  

 

Figure 43 Table testing on different postures 

The results of the blood pressure and pulse measurements above are from adult persons between 

40-60 years. The measurements were made by the nurse. 
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8.25 Appendix 25 Robot clothing 

 

Figure 44 Human dressed in robot clothing[81] 

The figure above shows the human dressed in robot clothing. The South Korean car manufacturer 

Hyundai has built robot clothing that makes a person super strong. The robot clothing can be used 

in future even for sitting, standing or leaning. Panasonic has a variant that reinforces the legs, while 

Audi and BMW have devices that allow factory workers to sit comfortably and assemble parts no 

matter how strange they have to bend.  

The robot clothing can be computer workstation alternative to experiment and develop. 
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8.26 Appendix 26 The proper standing working posture 

 

Figure 45. The proper standing working posture[82].  

Many persons choose to work standing upright in front of the computer to avoid the possible health 

problems. Since there are a lot of things to keep in mind, most of the persons have difficulties to 

follow these requirements.  
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